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Abstract. Availability of charging infrastructure is an important factor in penetration of electric vehicles into daily
transportation system. Several factors in electric vehicle industry have caused range anxiety including insufficient
charging stations, limited range of electric vehicles, long charging time, inaccurate estimation of available range, and
energy consumption of auxiliary in-vehicle devices. However less attention has been paid to universality in charging
station networks. This paper reviews the solutions to range anxiety. With regards to availability of charging station as
one of the solutions, accessibility of charging stations by electric vehicle owners is also represented as another cause
of range anxiety and a possible solution is provided.

1 Introduction
Charging Infrastructure (CI) is an important entity of
power grid. Availability of this infrastructure is a key
factor in general acceptance of Electric Vehicles (EV)
[1]-[3]. The lack of CI as well as recharging time of an
EV together with its limited range may discouraged many
drivers from switching to EV [4], [5] and will lead to
“Range Anxiety”. Range anxiety is the fear of being left
on the road with an empty battery where there is no
charging station [6], [7] or lack of any CI in which the
EVO has registered. Range anxiety can be considered as
another impact on market acceptance of EVs [7], [8].
Therefore, availability of public CI is an important factor
in penetration of EVs [1], [5], [6], [9].
In addition to the physical charging facilities, CI is a
central communication interface among EV, Electric
Vehicle Supply Equipment (EVSE), Power Grid, and
energy suppliers [10], [11]. The data returning from EV
through Charge Point (CP) can be used for monitoring,
scheduling, energy distribution controlling during peak
hours, and managing the energy consumption during offpeak hours. Therefore, a universal charging platform
which is reliable and available in both public and private
spots will accelerate user acceptance of EVs [1], [6], [9].
In this paper, causes and effects of range anxiety and
solutions to ease this phenomenon is reviewed in section
2. Section 3 discusses on current situation of charging
station networks and how to overcome range anxiety
through unification of these networks. Finally, the paper
is summarized by some conclusions in section 4.

2 Range anxiety
CI plays an important role in development and
acceptance of EVs. Accuracy and safety of its

components will bring satisfaction and reliability to the
industry. New techniques and technologies in design and
production of battery packs and lots of research and
developments funded by governments together with
different Battery Management Systems (BMS) with
improved calculation algorithms are the signs of the EV’s
desire to stay in the market.
However there is still a big obstacle against general
acceptance of EVs which is uncertainty of availability of
CI upon EV Owner’s (EVO) demand. Considering the
limited driving range of an EV compared to the
conventional internal combustion engines, lack of CI and
the long charging time of an EV can cause anxiety and
stress while driving or prior to driving an EV without any
auxiliary power source. This situation, which is referred
to as range anxiety will affect penetration of EVs in
transport system [12]-[15].
Although range anxiety was first observed in General
Motor’s project in 1997 [16], lots of researches have been
carried out on this issue since then. Some solutions are
provided in order to reduce or overcome this issue, which
are described in the following sections:
2.1 Availability of charging infrastructure
One of the major issues which is highlighted by
researches on range anxiety is lack or insufficient number
of public charging stations. Although the charging
process mostly happens during the night at home or in
parking lots during the day, availability of public
charging stations is an important factor in penetration of
EVs [1], [6], [9]. Therefore deployment of widely
distributed networks of fast charging stations will provide
flexibility to EVOs in planning long trips [4], [5], [12],
[17]-[30]. However the long charging time in compared
to Internal Combustion Engines (ICE) is still an issue.
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in [46] and [47] the authors shows that current range of
EVs might be enough for daily travels of EVOs if they
understand the fact that “run-until-empty followed by a
fill-up-to-full at a public gas station is not how EVs will
be used”. Therefore in their opinion, availability of public
fast chargers might not be an issue.

Thus some researchers suggest to provide battery
swapping stations or Charging While Driving (CWD)
systems. While battery swapping might take as much
time as it takes to fill the tank in ICE vehicles [27], CWD
systems, in which the driver does not need to worry about
charging station and spending long time to charge up the
EV [31]-[35], will increase the driving range, and provide
convenience and safety to EVOs. Even though the CWD
system using electrified roadways and wireless power
transfer methods may have a great impact on range
anxiety of EVOs, until then development of current CI is
required to encourage drivers to switch to EVs.

2.4 In-Vehicle energy management
Although knowing the SoC and planning a suitable route
with public fast charging stations might make the EVO
convenient enough to drive an EV, researchers suggest to
improve the efficiency of in-vehicle components and
manage the energy consumption in order to maximize the
global efficiency, minimize energy loss, extend the range,
and reduce range anxiety [30], [43], [48]-[50]. While invehicle energy management might help, using of range
extenders is also considered as another solution for
reducing range anxiety [15], [51]-[54].

2.2 Routing and simulating energy consumption
Besides availability of CI, efficient route selection can
also address range anxiety [36]. In [18] the analysis of the
impact of a distributed CI on the EVs range shows that
daily EV’s range can be extended if suitable CI exists
along the planned route therefore the range anxiety can be
reduced. In [36] and [17], the authors provide smartphone
applications to plan efficient routes. Topography of the
route, wind speed, weight of EV, real-time road traffic,
historical consumption of energy by EV, historical
EVO’s driving behavior, speed, temperature, operation of
the air conditioner/heater, accurate State of Charge (SoC)
of the battery, driving time, and the availability of CI are
important factors while planning an efficient route and
estimating consumption rate [17], [18], [20], [26], [36],
[37].

3 Discussion
Despite the rapid growth in EV industry, a few studies
were conducted on optimization of charging networks to
reduce cost of charging station selection [55]. In a
network of charging station, the satisfaction level of the
EVOs relies on the appropriate location of charging
station, availability of the service when it is required, cost,
and timing of getting the service [56], [57].
In the current charging station networks, before the
EVOs start the charging process, they need to be
identified and when the charging finished, billing and
payment information will be sent to them. Therefore the
charging station is only accessible by the users who have
already subscribed to that network. This will cause
isolation in network of charging stations and
consequently bring up range anxiety.
To reduce range anxiety, improvements in all areas
are required. Even though an accurate SoC estimation
and displaying the real SoC might help the EVOs to adapt
their driving style with the remaining power, and also
choosing the most efficient route might extend the
driving range, the EVOs have to have access to charging
stations whenever they need one.
However, availability of charging stations is not a
solution to range anxiety unless the stations are
universally standardized. As mentioned earlier current
charging networks only provide facilities to their own
registered users. Therefore when the EVOs want to plan a
trip there will be another question besides “Is there any
charging station?” which is: “Can I use that charging
station?”
Today most of the charging stations are using Open
Charge Point Protocol (OCPP) as the standard
communication protocol between their CPs and their
central system. Moreover Standard Development
Organizations (such as ISO, IEC, and SAE) provide
standards addressing connectors, communication,
charging topology, safety, and interoperability of EVSEs,
and improvements are in progress to achieve a universal

2.3 SoC estimation
EV battery is an important element in an EV with direct
effects on performance and rapid development of EVs
[38]. Since batteries are sensitive to deep charge and
discharge and in order to avoid it, a BMS capable of
estimating accurate SoC is required [38]-[40].
Researchers approve that estimating the remaining
power of the battery and displaying it to the user is
important for effective EV use [12]-[14], [17], [20], [24][26], [30], [41]-[45]. Nevertheless, SoC and range
estimation are only valid under certain conditions,
therefore improvement in estimation algorithms is
required to make it more accurate [20]. On the other hand
in [13] the authors suggest that displaying error-prone
information ambiguously might be advantageous rather
than hiding them from users. In fact the knowledge of
error-prone information can lead to improvements in
driving experience, behavior and trust towards the EV
and it might consequently decrease range anxiety.
Although displaying SoC information to EVO is
critical, the user also needs to be informed about the
appropriate methods of maximizing EV’s range [29].
This can be interpreted as providing instructions to the
EVO in order to adapt his/her driving style or to reduce
using of auxiliary in-vehicle devices [44]. Therefore
increasing actual range of an EV might be less important
than providing the EVOs with reliable information [41]
and educate them on how to use that information to
control and manage the remaining range. For that reason
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charging type for EVs. But more work is required in
unification of networks of charging stations.
Networks of charging stations are suffering from
isolation. This issue can be resolved with a unified
communication protocol between service providers to
allow cross-network charging. Thus by having a unified
network of charging stations with universal charging
types, EVOs can charge there EVs regardless of charging
type or service provider, consequently it will reduce their
range anxiety.
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4 Conclusion
This paper reviewed the possible solutions to reduce or
overcome range anxiety. Providing sufficient charging
stations, displaying the SoC and improving the SoC
estimation algorithms, routing, and providing real-time
information about the remaining rage are among the
solutions which are suggested by researchers for
overcoming range anxiety. Although availability of
networks of fast charging stations may reduce range
anxiety, accessibility of these networks by EVO is also an
important factor. Therefore providing cross-network
charging capability to EVOs will bring user satisfaction.
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